
HOW TO WRITE A RATIO AS A SIMPLIFIED FRACTION

When a ratio is written in fraction form, the fraction should be simplified. If it is an Write as a fraction with the first number
in the numerator and the second in the .

Updated April 24, By Chang Lin Much like fractions, ratios are a comparison of two quantities containing
differences in characteristics or properties. To convert, start by adding both parts of the ratio together.
Converting Fractions to Ratios To understand the relationship between fractions and ratios, consider a pizza
cut into six slices. Change any worded ratios, such as "one of two" or "one to two," into numerical ratios. A
ratio is very similar to a fraction, in that it is composed of two numbers being compared to each other. For
example, if a sentence reads "There are two oatmeal cookies for every four chocolate chip cookies," it would
be written as ratio of oatmeal cookies to chocolate chip cookies. Then, for each part of the ratio, create a
fraction with the numerator being the first part of the ratio and the denominator being the sum that was just
found. Tweet How to Convert a Ratio to a Fraction A ratio can be expressed as a fraction in a few different
ways. You can write ratios are in fractional form, but they are traditionally expressed as a set of numbers
divided by a colon symbol. Although most times, ratios are seen with a colon symbol, they are conceptually
similar to fractions and can be simplified like fractions as well. Convert your ratios to fractions by replacing
the "colon" symbol with a "divide" symbol. Reducing Ratios If necessary, you can reduce the ratio after
converting it from a fraction. For example, the proportion of peaches to all of the fruit in a basket can be
expressed as a part-to-whole ratio. The ratio between pepperoni and non-pepperoni slices is  To convert a
part-to-whole ratio to a fraction, simply rewrite the ratio as a fraction. The ratio can also be written as "1 to 2.
For example, comparing dogs and cats, boys and girls, or students and teachers can all be turned into a ratio or
fraction, in which there is a numerator and a denominator. Part A of the ratio is the numerator and part B is the
denominator. A part-to-part ratio is actually converted to two fractions, each equivalent to a part-to-whole
ratio for each of the subsets. To convert a fraction to a ratio, first write down the numerator, or top number.
The result will be two fractions that represent the proportion of the subset to the whole set. Thirdly, write
down the denominator, or bottom number. Second, write a colon. The fraction can optionally be reduced after
converting, if needed.


